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Peal Congratulations
Superlative is a good word to describe Hoar Cross, whether the church, the stone carvings, the stained glass, the angels or indeed the bells.
At 28cwt-1qtr-17lbs the bells are the heaviest 6 in Staffordshire and the 4 th heaviest 6 anywhere. They were restored to ringing in 2011 by
Oggy & Stuart and the bells “go” extremely well; ringing them is very rewarding. With a 3 ½ hour peal speed it’s a feat of skill, courage
and stamina and usually the domain of selected bands of experts. Hoar Cross is however only 3 miles from Abbots Bromley and we often
make up a significant part of the Sunday service ringers. We made our challenge to be the first local band to ring a peal at Hoar Cross. Not
easy - we are a small village. We ring our 8 on Sundays but mainly to call changes and over the years have had only 4 to 5 method ringers,
which isn’t enough. That all changed though in 2018 when we trained Andy up to peal ringing on the tenor behind. Hoar Cross is perishingly
cold in winter; the summer, with the effort involved, is simply too hot. There’s a narrow weather window in March & October when it’s
feasible. We selected 8 doubles methods and tested ourselves with a quarter in spring 2019. We could master the methods and the ringing
was okay for a peal attempt at the end of March. Two hours in, we were all obviously flagging, but thought we might manage it. Two
courses from the end disaster struck - tenor Andy was dislodged from his perch. Any concerns about the peal were instantly overwritten
by concerns for Andy, but other than pride, Andy wasn’t badly hurt. On a very wet Saturday morning on 26 th October, we let ourselves in
and raised the bells one by one (they are 1 ½ tons remember). Plenty of adrenaline flowing by now. We pulled off in rounds - everyone
happy? Yes? “Go Stedman Doubles….”. 6 courses later came St Simons and then the first tricky method change into
Eynsham…successfully navigated. This time the energy lasted better. Stamina was improved since the spring. 3 ½ hours later, after 42
courses of doubles methods, the last course of Grandsire came in to rounds and that special command - ”stand!”
We’d done it! The first local band to ring a peal at Hoar Cross! It was still raining outside and on the far side of the world, England had
beaten the All Blacks. What a day! Now that deserved a celebratory pint at the Meynell Arms.
Also at Abbots Bromley - a different level of training, but the pub always seems to provide a fine finale.
Sonar is seven months old and lives with Martyn and Jean Reed. As part of his preparation for Guide Dog
training he has to visit lots of different places and learn how to behave in different situations. He also has to
learn how to negotiate various types of steps so what better training than a spiral staircase to a ringing
chamber? So far Sonar has behaved very well and has not been tempted to make any vocal comments on
the ringing, he just does lots of tail wagging. He also enjoys going to the pub afterwards!
Martyn Reed
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Beginnings, Endings, and Triumphs.
Over the last few years, Helen Jarvis (ringing master at Lichfield Cathedral) has
taught a number of youngsters to ring. Not only has she had success at teaching
them, she has also had a great record of retention. Oliver, Kit, Megan and Alex are all
current examples.
Here is a short profile of the latest 2 youngsters to learn at the Cathedral. Sam
Eccleston-Brown and Aled Perkins. Both are 17 and are currently in the 1st year of 6th
form. Sam is a talented musician playing the French horn. In the summer he went to
America for the World Scout Jamboree, he also plays rugby for his school and
Lichfield. Aled is also a scout and junior leader. He plays the clarinet in his school jazz
band. He is an active member of All Saints Church Streetly and like his Grandad is a
keen supporter of Swansea City Football Club.
Retention of ringers is so important. In Ollie and Megan’s situation, not only did they
continue ringing to a very high standard in Cambridge, but also were very instrumental in teaching youngsters in the Cambridge area. I
am sure Helen must feel a sense of great pride in seeing the progression of some of her pupils and in being inspirational teachers.
Ray Hoskins
Herewith a photo of the current (and past) pupils from the Cathedral
school who rang together for the Lichfield Cathedral School Carol service
this year.

More Learners!
David Everett (holding the rope) kindly spent an evening recently explaining
some of the essential basics of conducting . It’s one thing to understand the
theory (really interesting) – quite another putting it into practice.
Congratulations to Ray Hoskins (2nd from left back row – right hand picture) who
then conducted his first minor quarter peal, and Helen Jarvis (front row left) who
then went on to conduct her first caters quarter peal)

The minor band – Ray’s
first as conductor.

The participants of the conducting training.

News from Penkridge band is that every member can now ring at least Bob Doubles inside and the treble to Plain Bob and Grandsire
Triples and we have extended our repertoire to St. Simon's Triples.
8 of the local band, including our Ringing remembers recruits, rang half-muffled on Remembrance Sunday. Jean Nixon
Many congratulations to the Band.
In November 2018 a letter arrived with a Buckingham Palace postmark; inside was an invitation to receive Maundy Money at St. George’ s Chapel, Wi ndsor on Mau ndy Thursday 2019. Havi ng thought for a fraction of a second, during that time thinking that they must have got the wrong person, I decided to accept! What an adve nture. You are allowe d to take a companion with you, so I asked my dau ghter Sara h who agai n, thought for a fracti on of a second, and agree d.
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We are a husband & wife who decided to learn to ring after listening to the beautiful bells
of St.Bartholomew’s while sitting in our garden, usually with a glass of wine! The timing for
this coincided with Ringing Remembrance & the philosophy of what it meant was
instrumental in prompting us to engage in this process.
This is an amalgamation of our experiences from introduction to ringing through to the
realisation of what ringing is to us. We entered ringing thinking “How hard can it be? We
will go to practice on Tuesday & be ringing the following Sunday!” How wrong we were!
Any achievement stems from our teacher Keith who worked tirelessly despite having
substandard material. We thought ringing fundamentally simple - so was chemistry at
school? We quickly learned that ringing is about defying gravity, a simple process if you
know what you are doing. Who else has tried to push the bell back up as it falls? This just
highlighted that our aspiration of adequacy was very much over rated.
We were introduced to the unique language of ringing described as “Ding dong speak”.
This basically is a mixture of the enigma code and the Times crossword puzzle. When we were instructed to get closer to a bell we took
a step to the right, not our greatest moment!. The compassionate side of ringing was illustrated on hearing “Don’t get any more blood
on the ropes”.
When sitting and watching with the other ringers you see what was being explained to you but more importantly you receive constant
support and advice from fellow ringers. We have never met a ringer who simply doesn't want to help and support. We have learned
that being part of a tower is more than ding dong - it is about being the best that you can and knowing that your fellow ringers will
strive to help you improve through enjoyment. That for us is a truly fitting remembrance tribute.
Milestones in bell ringing, did we begin the process to remember those ringers who were lost? - yes. Are we still ringing, achieving and
enjoying? - yes. Do we make mistakes? - endlessly but we are always told we are improving by fellow ringers. Will we be ringing in ten
years? -we very much hope so!. Alan Roberts and Sue Beck

A final Stafford peal!
The last peal on the existing, tricky bells at Stafford on October 26 th was of Grandsire
Caters and, remarkably, included Derek Knowles who rang the 6 th at the tender age
of 91! Derek is on the right.

HANLEY BELLS REMOVED.
On Thursday 25th July the bells in the former church of St John Hanley were removed from the tower and
are now in Nicholson’s Engineering works awaiting refurbishment. Two bell hangers, Tim and Peter,
together with a team of volunteers from Stafford and Haughton had spent the previous three days
dismantling the bells and frame ready for the removal process. Some of the bells were lifted to the sides of
the tower and some were made ready to be lifted from their pits on the removal day itself.
The final part of the process was to take out the north louvres from the tower as the bells would be
removed from this location. This was no easy feat as steelwork had to be cut and holes drilled for new
brackets for re-installation later. The louvres then had to be manoeuvred to the east side of the tower using
combinations of blocks and tackle and brute force! A temporary barrier was fitted into the louvre aperture
in order to prevent people falling out of the tower 80 feet below.
The removal day itself was not without hitches. The crane lorry couldn’t get into the church entrance at first
because 2 concrete
bollards in the
driveway prevented
the rear of the
vehicle from being
able to swing round.
The problem was
solved by Nigel and
Rob as they got the
SDS drill out to break up the foundations of the bollards and they were
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then able to be removed! The lorry was brand new and at first the driver could not get the hydraulics to work. After a few phone calls
the problem was solved. Once the crane was in place the bell removal went very smoothly and they were on their way to the bell
hangers by 3.30pm.
Quite a few onlookers witnessed this unusual event, including ringers from Stafford, Stone and Alton and people visiting the antiques
shop which is in the main church building. Also present was Father Richard Grigson, the rector of St Mary’s Stafford - the eventual
home of the bells. The Stoke Evening Sentinel also sent a reporter and photographer which resulted in a report of the event appearing
in the paper on Saturday. All good publicity. (see https://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/news/local-news/look-stoke-trent-church-bells3140644 )
One of the conditions of the listed building consent was to install a plaque into the main body of the church to detail the move of the
bells and to highlight the fact two of the bells were WWI memorials. The design of this took some time in agreeing the design and
wording. Thanks must go to Derek Knowles, a Stafford Ringer with family ties to Just Granite, who very kindly donated the materials
and fitting of this which happened during the same week that the bells were being dismantled.
The next stage of the Stafford bell restoration project is for Stafford bells to removed and taken to Nicholsons. This will take place in
November. The installation of the bells back into Stafford is expected to start in February 2020. Although we have many donations for
the project we are still at present £20,000 short of the £150,000 target. – any donations however small would be greatly appreciated.
Every donation however small makes a huge difference. Details on how you can donate can be found on our website, in the project
page (see http://www.stafford.thebellringers.org.uk/ ), where you can also follow the progress of the work.
Selwyn Jones

One chapter finished – for Geoff Pick.
With a peal at Butterton on October 13th, Geoff Pick has become the first person to complete a full peal on
every ringable ring of 5 or more bells in the current metropolitan county of Staffordshire, together with
those towers that were in Staffordshire before the creation of the county of West Midlands. In total this
comes to 141 different places.
A few months after arriving in Wolverhampton in 1977, Geoff was invited to ring in a peal of Kent Major at
Pensnett by the late Philip G K Davies. A few more peals followed, but quarter-peal ringing and towergrabbing had taken over and Geoff retired from peal-ringing in 1969. This could have been the end of the
story but the lure of exceeding the most minor methods to have been rung in a Society peal proved too
much, and this was duly rung in 20 methods in 1973 by the quarter-peal regulars. Within a couple of years
Geoff, Phil Johnson, Roger Riley and John Burton were egging each other on to go to some of the more
challenging rings and the obsession was born.
Particular highlights(?) have been the steel 6 at Horninglow and the last peal on the bells of the now
demolished Christ Church, West Bromwich. We started for an 8-bell peal here but this didn’t last long and
one of the ringers then needed to go. As the bells were to be removed in the following week they changed
to Minor which went well until the tenor ringer started to struggle, Rather than stop a quick decision was made to complete the peal
with extents of Doubles.
The last few places proved difficult to obtain permission at, with Wetton taking 15 years. Geoff admits to having ‘bored some of the
contacts into submission’. He is particularly grateful to Stuart Hutchieson, John Mulvey and Andrew Ogden who have been prepared to
come out to remote corners to help him out and who have also rung peals at most of the towers. John just has two places to go to.
What next? Ideas being considered, but not too actively, are the rings of 4 and/or the Shropshire places in the Diocese of Lichfield.
Sue Binns

Preparations at Mavesyn Ridware for 21st December.

There’s always much laughter at Mavesyn
Ridware on practice evenings – dusters and
vacuum in hand, even the thought of a readying
spring clean doesn’t make a dent in the mirth.
There’ll be delicious mince pies and mulled wine
on Saturday. Marvellous. Very much looking
forward to seeing you all there.
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In November 2018 a letter arrived with a Buckingham Palace postmark; inside was an invitation
to receive Maundy Money at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor on Maundy Thursday 2019. Having
thought for a fraction of a second, during that time thinking that they must have got the wrong
person, I decided to accept! What an adventure. You are allowed to take a companion with you,
so I asked my daughter Sarah who again, thought for a fraction of a second, and agreed.
Maundy money is presented in 2 leather purses, a red one and a white one, tied together with
leather thongs. The red one contains £5.50 as a 2019 £5 silver coin and a 2109 50p piece. The £5
coin this year celebrates the 200th anniversary of the birth of Queen Victoria and is actually legal
tender (although I shan’t be spending it.) Historically the £5.50 is made up of £3 for clothing, £1.50
instead of food and £1 for the redemption of the Sovereign’s gown
(before Tudor times it used to be divided between the recipients as it was though that the gown had
healing properties).
The white purse contains Maundy money uniquely minted each year, in 1p, 2p, 3p and 4p pieces. Each
10p’s worth is in a little sealed packet plus a separate 3p piece, as the Queen would be 93 on Easter Day
this year. Aren’t I fortunate that it was 2019 and not 1423 when Henry VI presided, aged 2 years; the
number of male and female recipients equals the Sovereign’s age.
The service involved the Lord High Almoner (who in fact is the Bishop of Worcester at the present) with
some of his other officials including the Keeper of the Closet and 4 Children of the Royal Almonry selected
from local primary schools, as well as Yeomen of the Guard in their bright red and gold livery and
Wandsmen (no idea!)
The service was followed by a reception in the State Apartments in Windsor Castle. All in all, a most
memorable occasion although I still have no clue by whom or why, I was nominated.
Lilas Rawling

A report of the Brewood Autumn ringing trip 2019
by Anne Moseley
As a “trainee” in the Bellringing world, a chance to travel to different towers and try other
bells is both daunting & exciting.
Our Brewood Band of ringers are at all levels of ringing, but all share a great enthusiasm for
ringing.
We visited six towers:
Dodderhill 8 bells
Salwarpe 6 bells
Claines 10 bells
Hallow 8 bells
Shelsey Beauchamp 6 bells
Tenbury 6 bells
The Harvest Festival flowers in each church were stunning but the band headed straight for the towers in their eagerness to get
started! A different member of the band was “Captain” at each tower. The Claines tower with ten bells closely packed together felt
intimidating to a learner like me, but the team were very kind and we soon had some call changes being rung.
The obligatory pub lunch followed – much needed! The afternoon was just as challenging, I was amazed how different the ropes felt in
each tower. Tenbury tower was a challenge and that was because of the most scary steps to get in to the tower itself!
An amazing variety of towers, the enthusiasm of my “band” made for an unforgettable day out; and I can’t wait for the next one!
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Ringers of World War One.
John Alfred Townsend.
Outstanding work has taken place paying tribute to the 1,400 ringers killed in the First World
War and 300 who died in the Second World War, The Rolls of Honour will be a lasting record of
their names. But what of those who survived one or both of the two world wars and went on
to contribute to ringing? As a descendant of one such old soldier I feel a duty to raise the
memory of them and perhaps prompt others to allow us a glimpse of their family ringing
history.
Born 8th January 1896 in Hardingstone, Northampton, John Alfred Townsend was son to
George and Emily; it is not known if they were ringers but John’s maternal grandfather, Isaac
Holliday, was sexton at Milton Malsor (Holy Cross, 5) and may have introduced John to the
ringers there. John’s school art book shows he was a gifted artist even as an eleven year old
boy. Leaving school at fifteen, he joined the London and North Western Railway as junior
porter at Blisworth station. He continued work for the railways at Llandudno, Nuneaton,
Weedon, Blisworth, Castlethorpe and Tring, perhaps tower grabbing along the way.
John enlisted as a volunteer aged eighteen and served in the Northamptonshire Imperial
Yeomanry in France and Italy. He saw action both mounted, at Arras, and dismounted while
attached to a Scottish infantry regiment in the trenches of the Somme. In a cavalry attack on Monchy-Le-Preux during the battle of
Arras 1917 his horse, Fantail, was shot from beneath him by machine gun fire. Serving in the trenches he struck an agreement with his
best friend, Arch Whitehouse; each agreed that if they survived the war they would name their first born son after their friend. John’s
regiment passed through Ypres and John later shared a “bivvy” (a bivouac) at Habarq with a soldier who had liberated some glass from
the ruins of the Cloth Hall in Ypres. The friend was unable to carry the glass further as it wouldn’t fit in his new saddlebags. John took
the glass – one of his war time drawings is framed in some very thin and wavy glass; I wonder…
Having transferred to the RAF in 1918, John was training to become a pilot of the Bristol two-seater fighter-reconnaissance biplane at
Reading when the Armistice was signed. He returned to railway work in March 1919.
John’s first ringing record is 8th March 1923; he conducted 5040 of doubles recorded on a peal board at Milton Malsor rung by a band
which John had helped to teach, so he must have been fairly experienced by then.
John was an early volunteer in 1940 for the Local Defence Volunteers when he wrote to Arch Whitehouse, now in America, that he
thought his Somme machine gun training might come in useful in the event of the feared invasion. Arch replied that John’s son,
Bernard John Whitehouse Townsend (born in 1938), would be given a good life in America if the invasion threat was too great. John
became Platoon Commander of the Castlethorpe Home Guard, remaining in post until the stand down. The Home Guard was not
without risk; 1206 men were killed on duty or died of their wounds.
In 1947 John was promoted to Station Master at Armitage, Staffordshire. He continued his ringing in Staffordshire; a peal at Blithfield
(St.Leonard, 6) May 1952 (5040 5m doubles) and Rugeley (St.Augustine, 6) in September 1952 (5040 11m doubles) and of course
teaching Bernard to ring.
In June 1960 Armitage station closed and John retired. He died 7 years later but had time to meet his first grandchild Jonathan, whom
Bernard taught to ring at Lichfield. I still ring at Lichfield and 101 years after the Northamptonshire Yeomanry passed through Ypres
rang there with friends. I am proud to be grandson of such an old soldier.
Jonathan Townsend.
Lichfield and Birmingham.
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Jean and Jim Nixon receive
lifetime membership
certificates.

A Hidden Heights Tour.
Some members of the Cathedral Band made a tour of the
higher reaches of the Cathedral. It was a great insight into
the roof areas which were awash with treasures and
remarkable sights. Our Guide, John, took us into all kinds
of nooks and crannies high in lofty spaces. One of many of
the Cathedral standard tours to be highly recommended,
and good value prices. Advance booking suggested.

The owl perched above Jonathan’s
head is the anti-pigeon device!
View from a parapet to the road
below – Morris Dancers getting
ready to perform.
Lichfield Cathedral – a Steeplejack’s view.

John, the guide, facing the
camera with some of us.
A view across the city from
the parapet.
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Thank you to everyone who has
contributed to this Newsletter –
there are wonderful events and
happenings. Please don’t forget to
let me have your news for March as
soon as you can. Or little anecdotes
for ringing experiences.

100 Club
Update
Lucky winners of the last draw
were:
st
1 £50
John Wybrew (70)
2nd £25 Jill Rogers
(24)
rd
3 £25.50 Ruth Vyse
(62)
th
4 £12.50 Helen Jarvis
(31)

“ A recent wedding at Cannock proved

to be particularly exciting when the
ball of the tenor clapper landed with a
loud thump on the floor above. Unlike
Brewood, we didn’t have a spare
upstairs so it was out of action for a
couple of weeks, but arrived back from
Taylors just in time to be rung for the
induction of the new vicar.
The wedding was a military one and
was being taken by our lady assistant
priest, Alex Mann. Before the wedding
we sent one of our younger ringers
down to ‘see whether there was a
woman in a white dress’. He
breathlessly returned to say ‘”No -but
the army and the pope are there!”

If you’d like to try your luck and
help raise money for the Bell
Restoration Fund, please
contact Linda Pick:
lindapick@totalise.co.uk or
download an application form.
from the Society website.

VERY BEST WISHES FOR CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR TO
EVERYONE.
.

